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I. EUROPE

1. Paris: Notre Dame
2. Paris: St. Julien des Pauvres and the oldest tree in town
3. Paris: Rue Lagrange by Pont au Double
4. Paris: Notre Dame and Pont d’Archeveché
5. Paris: The complexity of Louvre
6. Paris: Afternoon in Tuilleries
7. Paris: Place des Vosges
8. Paris: Sainte Chapelle
10. Moscow: Kremlin
11. Moscow: St. Basil Churche and Red Square
12. Moscow: Andronikovskii Monastery (burial place of a. Rublov)
13. Moscow: Inside Kremlin
14. Moscow: Frescos in Kremlin Churches
15. Moscow: Novodevichii Monastery
16. Moscow: In the GUM general store
17. Vienna: Karlsplatz
18. Vienna: Michaelplatz
19. Vienna: Michaeltor
20. Vienna: Oesterreichische Gallerie in Belvedere
21. Vienna: Belvedere; Kunsthistoriches Museum
22. Vienna: Heldenplatz; Innsbruck: Old Town
23. Innsbruck: Franziskanerplatz and Hofkirche
24. Innsbruck: Universitaetskirche
25. Innsbruck: Domplatz on Sunday morning
26. Innsbrucuk: Café Plaza
27. Trento: Main Square
28. Parugia: Via Aquadotto
29. Perugia: Palazzo, S. Anglelo
30. Perugia: S. Francesco; Cargese, Corsica
31. Heidelberg Castle
32. Copenhagen: Nyhavn
33. London: British Museum; Rhuthun, Wales: Old house on Castle St.
34. Edinburgh Castle
35. Oystermouth Castle, Swansea, Mumbles
II. JAPAN

36. Kyoto: Heian Shrine
37. Kyoto: By the Heian Shrine; 1000-year sakura by the Heian Shrine
38. Tokyo: Shimbashi
39. Tokyo: Asakusa Shrine
40. Tokyo: Kabuki Theater, actors during performance
41. Okazaki Castle
42. Okazaki Castle; Okazaki Castle: A Shrine
43. Okazaki: Sunday in the Castle; Barudo Snack Bar
44. In the train from Sendai
45. Tokyo: Sumo wrestling; Gamagohri: Harbour
46. Takayama: Buddha Statue; Himeji: Castle garden Nagaru-no-hira-niwa
47. Himeji: Castle gardens Matsu-ki-no-niwa, Natsu-ki-no-niwa
48. Himeji: By the Castle; Ise: Ise Geku Shrine
49. Nara: Lanterns by a temple
50. Takayama temple
51. Fuji-San; Hakone Ridge

III. USA

52. New York, NY: Fifth Avenue
53. New York, NY: Lobby of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
54. Chicago, IL: Downtown, Adam Street
55. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Campus
56. Chicago, IL: In front of the Art Institute
57. Chicago, IL: In front of the Art Institute
58. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago, Robie House
59. Chicago, IL: At the O’Hare Airport
60. Cambridge, MA: Memorial Church, Harvard
61. Concord, MA: Living room of Mike Henchman’s Colonial House
62. Denver, CO
63. Boulder, CO: University of Colorado, Old Main in April
64. Boulder, CO: University Housing
65. Boulder, CO: In front of the University Memorial Center
66. Boulder, CO: University: Gamow Tower from my JILA window
67. Boulder, CO: Saturday baseball game on the campus
68. Boulder, CO: By the South Boulder Creek
69. Gold Hill, Colorado
70. Colorado: Ward, gold-mining ghost town
71. Leadville, CO: Harrison Avenue and Delaware Hotel
72. Wolfeboro, NH: Brewster Academy (Gordon Conference)